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INTRODUCTION:
Internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance activity designed to improve an
organisation’s operations. It helps an organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing a systematic,
disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control and
governance processes.
Scope:
The scope of the audit covers the areas included on Part 4 of the Annual Return and the
Transparency Code.
Audit work is carried out in line with the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy’s
Internal Audit Standards and guidance issued by the National Association of Local Councils.
Selective testing was carried out and the relevant policies, procedures and controls were reviewed.
Where applicable we have included reference to ‘proper practice’ and the associated guidance as
laid out in ‘Governance & Accountability for Smaller Authorities in England’ which is applicable to
financial years from 1st April 2016.
GENERAL COMMENTS:
We would like to thank the Clerk for their assistance and co-operation during the course of the
audit.
We have signed off the Annual Return and have answered ‘yes’ in all cases. This should give the
Council assurance that its internal controls are working satisfactorily. The matters raised in this
report are only those which came to our attention during our internal audit work and are not
necessarily a comprehensive statement of all the weaknesses that exist, or of all the improvements
that may be required.
In giving our internal audit opinion, it should be noted that assurance can never be absolute. The
most that the internal audit service can provide is a reasonable assurance that there are no major
weaknesses in risk management, governance and control processes. The audit does not guarantee
that the accounting records are free from fraud or error.
Items in bold text within the body of the report represent our findings in respect of the application
of controls, text in italics represent suggested actions that fall short of being a formal
recommendation.
INTERNAL AUDIT REPORT RESPONSE RECORD:
We have provided a table of audit recommendations that allow for the Council’s response which can
be used as an ongoing monitoring tool.
We would be grateful if, in due course, it is completed and returned to us.
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AUDIT COMMENTARY:
1.

Accounting Records
The accounts are maintained in a written ledger and appeared free from error

2.

Financial Regulations
Financial Regulations are in place and have been reviewed in the year. We would make the
following observations:
 There is no delegation for the authority to spend between the sums of £200 &
£1,000 (4.1);
 The Salaries and Investments paragraphs have been omitted;
 No mention is made of the Public Contracts Regulations 2015
To ensure that Financial Regulations are as up to date as possible it is recommended that :
Recommendation 1
The latest available version of the Model Financial Regulations is adapted to the Council’s
needs and adopted as soon as possible.

3.

Payments
A sample of payments was tested.
Payments are supported by invoices and are duly authorised and included in the Minutes.
Financial Regulations require the use of purchase orders unless a contract is in place or it
would be inappropriate.
In practice they are not used.
Official orders both commit a supplier to a price and help prevent unauthorised credit being
granted in the authority’s name, it is therefore recommended that:
Recommendation 2
As far as possible a fully priced official order should be sent to suppliers in advance of the
delivery of goods. Triplicate books are readily available that would be fit for purpose.

4.

Risk Management
Risk Assessment:
A risk assessment has been carried out and reported to Members.
NALC have produced proper practice guidance on the form and content of risk assessments
and it is suggested that the Council’s risk assessment is reviewed in the light of this guidance
and amended as necessary.
Insurance:
Statutory insurances are in place and the Fidelity Guarantee is adequate at £50K.
Internal Controls:
An Internal Control Statement should be produced in May in support of the Annual
Governance Statement.
Guidance on proper practice now includes a list of those things that need to be in place to
give a positive response to the assertion in the Annual Governance Statement in respect of
internal controls. This includes a requirement, contained in the Accounts & Audit Regulations
2015, to review the effectiveness of the internal control environment. Member checking
would be one element of this review. It is therefore recommended that:
Recommendation 3
Due regard is given to this guidance when producing an internal control statement and,
that as part of the ongoing monitoring of the effectiveness of internal controls, a regime of
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Member internal control checks is introduced.
Business Continuity Arrangements:
Computer records are backed-up but not stored remotely.
It is suggested that back-ups are lodged with the Chair.
There are no procedure notes in place for financial or other systems. This leaves the Council
vulnerable to service disruption in times of staff turnover or absence.
To improve resilience and to protect service delivery it is recommended that.
Recommendation 4
Procedure manuals are produced for all key areas in sufficient detail to allow a temporary
or new member of staff to undertake the function with minimal disruption.
5.

Budget Management.
Budget Setting:
The budget and precept were set following the production of detailed expenditure
estimates.
There was no evidence of grant income or reserve levels being taken into account when
setting the precept and this should be included in future.
Budget Monitoring:
Budget monitoring takes place twice yearly.
Model Financial Regulations would suggest that budget monitoring is undertaken at least
quarterly and it is therefore suggested that this is implemented.
Adequacy of reserves:
£30,632 of the year-end reserves have been earmarked leaving a general reserve of only
£1,563 which equates to 9% of gross expenditure, well below the generally accepted
minimum of 25%.
To ensure sufficient funds exist to fund any unexpected expenditure it is recommended that:
Recommendation 5
Reserve levels are reviewed and sufficient free reserves are allocated.

6.

Income.
Income is limited to the precept and grants and is adequately controlled.
VAT claims are submitted every three years.
To avoid the possibility of missing the opportunity to claim back VAT it is suggested that VAT
is claimed annually.

7.

Petty Cash
Petty cash is not used and the Clerk is re-imbursed for any Council related expenditure she
incurs.
Financial Regulations allow for a Council credit card or pre-paid debit card to be issued and
actually do not allow for the use of personal cards; it is therefore recommended that:
Recommendation 6
Consideration should be given to acquiring a credit or debit card in the name of the Council
to be used, subject to suitable controls, for sundry purchases.

8.

Payroll.
Testing revealed no issues to report other than the Clerk does not have an up to date
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contract of employment.
A revised contract of employment should be issued.
9.

Assets.
An asset register is in place but insurance values have been used rather than cost.
The insurance values in place at 31st March 2016 will now be used as a proxy for cost and will
remain unchanged until sold.

10.

Bank Reconciliations.
Bank reconciliations are only carried out twice a year.
Bank reconciliations are a fundamental control mechanism and it is therefore suggested that
bank reconciliations are carried out quarterly.
The bank statements available at the time of audit did not include the whole period up to
31st March.
Bank statements covering the whole financial year should be obtained before submitting the
Annual Return as any additional transactions would affect the bank reconciliation if not the
actual accounting figures.

11.

Accounting Statements
The accounting statements were in accord with underlying records
Approval of the Annual Governance Statement was not specifically mentioned in the
Minutes in 2015/16.
Council must approve the Annual Governance Statement prior to the Accounting Statements
and make said decision clear in the Minutes.

12.

Transparency Code
Assessing compliance with the Transparency Code was difficult as the Council’s website
cannot be found through web search engines.
Recommendation 7
A solution is found to allow the casual enquirer to easily find the Council’s website.
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